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Introduction

WELCOME TO TAP DELAY

Tap Delay combines the special sound of analog tape machines with a modern, step sequencer-like 
tapped delay engine which continues the tradition of the tape echo machines into the 21st century.

Tap Delay supports Audiobus and Inter-App-Audio for integration with other Music Apps.  
For updated informations about Tap Delay please visit our website at mobile.virsyn.com.

WHY SIMULATE ANALOG TAPE ?
Why bothering about going back to analogue tape recording knowing that todays digital audio recording 
is unquestionable more precise in reproducing the original sound ?

Perhaps you already guessed the answer: it´s the imperfection and the technical deficiencies which can 
add something wonderful to the sound if properly used.

Most emulations of the `tape sound´ focus on the saturation characteristic alone and underestimate the 
effect  of  a  subtle  amount  of  `flutter´  -  high  frequency  fluctuations  of  the  tape  speed.  This  adds 
something which is probably the most important part of the special  sound: The harmonic lines are 
"widened" by the effect of frequency modulation due to flutter which causes a 'thickening' of the audio 
signal contributing to the fat sound of analog, compared to the more accurate, but thin sound of digital. 
This effect called `Modulation noise´ makes it  easier to mix tracks together by removing the static 
character especially of electric/electronic sounds. It´s interesting to know that many natural instruments 
have a "built-in" flutter effect which strongly contributes to their sound.

The  distortion  and  compression  effects  due  to  the  saturation  characteristic  of  magnetic  recording 
depend on the input signal level. With normal recording levels the distortion is around 1% which is away 
from sounding really distorted but quite audible and adds a pleasant color to the sound. Higher values 
should only be used as special effect on some suitable tracks dependant on the style of music you´re 
after.

The saturation is also responsible for the `instant compression´ effect which causes transient signals to 
be reduced in level. In contrast to a dedicated compressor this one is working with instant attack/release 
and therefore avoiding the typical pumping artefacts.

 



FEATURES

 

• Multi-tap delay machine

• 24 taps for rhythmic delay effects

• Tape simulation ( Saturation, Noise, Wow&Flutter )

• Alias free tape saturation through oversampling.

• MIDI control including Tempo sync

• Delay loop filter for dub effect.

• Glitch free simulation of variable tape speeds.

• Spatial echo rotation effect.

• Audiobus 2 compatible with state saving

• IAA compatible (Auria, Cubasis, Garageband).

• Integrated iTunes player.

• Exchange user presets.



Basics

TOP BAR

Functions from left to right:

• VirSyn Logo opens About box 

• Preset name - tap to open preset section popup

• Disc icon - tap to save preset

• Tempo/Metronome setting - opens Tempo/Metronome page

• List of recordings

• REC - audio recorder

• Settings

• HELP - open help overlay for current page.

TEMPO

Touch on the tempo field to open this window:

Here you can set the tempo used to sync the delay times. The metronome level is used by the audio 
recorder while recording.

The tempo delay parameter reflects the fact that a real tape recorder can’t change the speed instantly. 
The tempo and delay settings are slowly set to new values with a delay tie set by this parameter.



SETTINGS

Touch on the settings icon in the top bar to open the settings table:

Background Audio

Switch this to on to allow Tap Delay continuing to work even if the App is in the background. Please note 
that then your battery drains faster.

MIDI Sync

If switched on Tap Delay listens to MIDI clock messages and adjust the tempo.

MIDI Learn

Switch on to enable MIDI learn mode. In this mode all controls are rendered red and are listening to MIDI 
controller messages. Tap on a control and move an external controller to connect them to each other.

MIDI channel

Sets the MIDI channel Tap Delay is listening to controller messages



LIST OF RECORDINGS

Touch on the list field to open a popup window listing all recordings made with the audio recorder:

In the toolbar you can apply the following functions to a selected recording:

-trash recording

-share recording

-send recording via e-mail

-play recording 



TAP DELAY  PRESETS

Touch on the preset field to open a popup window listing all delay preset.

Tap Delay preset popup: 

You can share your preset via e-mail by selecting a preset and then touching the share button in the 
bottom bar. Complete the e-mail template popping up and send it to a friend.

To save an Arpeggio pattern tap on the Disc Icon.  
With the share button to the right of the arpeggio name field you can e-mail the arpeggio preset to a 
friend.  



Tap Delay Engine

DELAY TAPS

The heart of the engine is a tapped delay line, with each tap extracting a signal from a point within the 
delay line. The delay time for each tap is fixed to exactly match a 16th/24th note length according to the 
tempo set. In contrast to other delay effect plugins, Tap Delay uses a “step sequencer” like approach to 
set the delays. This makes it very easy to set up a rhythmic delay pattern, just enter the sequence the 
same way you would do it in a sequencer !

If you set the total delay time for example to 16/16 (one whole note) then each tap represents the time 
of one 16th (24th) note. There are two tempo synchronous modes “16” and “24” to cover normal and 
triplet rhythms and two modes with fixed delay times: short ( 1 ms - 100 ms ) and long ( 100ms - 10 
seconds ).

And even more you have two separate delay lines for the left and right channel for stunning stereo 
effects. To make it easier to set both delay lines with the same pattern you can click on the “Link” 
button. To program a delay pattern simply touch on the tap you want to set or reset.

The special mode “PingPong” configures the delay lines in a way to give you alternate echoes on the left 
and the right stereo channel. 



DELAY PARAMETERS

Loop parameter 

Feedback

The feedback parameter controls the signal amount which is fed back to the delay input. With values 
below 100% the echoes are becoming more quiet with each repetition;  with values above 100% the 
volume of the echoes is increasing until saturation is reached. Please note that the loop filter and the 
setting of the saturation parameter can increase the amount of energy circulating in the delay line and 
the limit for “self oscillation” can be reached with values way below 100%.

Damping

The damping parameter sets the amount of loss in high frequency content with each signal repetition in 
the feedback loop.

Rotation

This unique parameter causes each echo to move in the stereo space. The value controls the speed of 
rotation.

Dry/Wet mix

Balance between the dry and delayed part of the output signal.

Volume

Main output volume of Tap Delay.



Tape simulation 

Saturation

With  values  above  0  dB  the  saturation  of  the  simulated  tape  starts  to  become audible  as  smooth 
distortion. The colour of the distortion can be influenced with the “Bias” parameter explained below. 
With high values you can get very colourful distortions without any digital artefacts.

The typical “analog” distortion arising from tape saturation is not the only factor for the characteristic 
“tape sound”:

Tape hiss

The tape hiss is the background noise which can vary between different tape formulations and with 
different tape speeds. For realistic emulation set the value around -50 dB.

Wow&Flutter

This parameter simulates the modulation noise caused by irregularities in the speed of tape travel. This 
modulation noise is responsible for the 'thickening' of the signal which accounts for the fat sound of 
analog, compared to the more accurate, but thin sound of digital.

Bias

The bias setting influences the colour of the distortion. With settings near 0 % the incoming signal is 
distorted in a symmetric way resulting in the addition of mostly odd harmonics to the signal. Increasing 
the value shifts the distortion characteristic more to even harmonics. For realistic tape emulation values 
below 50% are best.

Loop filter 

The loop filter is composed of three parametric filters: a shelving lowpass and highpass filter and a 
bandpass  filter  with  variable  bandwidth.  This  filter  is  inside  the  delay  loop  and  therefore  applies 
progressive to each echo repetition.

You can change the filter parameters by dragging the control points of the filters shown as small circles 
in yellow ( low pass filter ), in red ( band pass ) and in green ( high pass filter ).

To edit the width of the bandpass filter pinch in/out near the red control point.

The white line is showing the effective filter curve from all three filters.



Appendix

TROUBLESHOOTING

Fresh installation

Sometimes Apps having problems after first installation or update. Please try the following:

• trash the app

• boot your device. (most important !)

• repurchase again from the AppStore ( you don’t have to pay again, they know that you already have )

• sometimes another reboot can be helpful.

• This removes usually problems of this kind and has only be done once.

Support e-mail

If you have any problem please send us a support form from our website mobile.virsyn.com 
This is the best way to contact us.  
 
Please keep in mind that we can’t reply to App Store reviews!

http://mobile.virsyn.com

